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Abstract

Key establishment in sensor networks is a challenging
problem because of resource constraints of the sensors.
The classical public-key routines are impractical in most
sensor network architectures. In this paper, we pro-
pose a new random key pre-distribution scheme which
is based on the identity-based approach for key estab-
lishment between two neighbor nodes in wireless sensor
networks. Our proposed scheme provides better security
against node capture, in particular, against node fabrica-
tion attack than the existing random key pre-distribution
schemes. Moreover, our scheme has better trade-off be-
tween communication overhead, network connectivity and
security against node capture compared to the existing
random key pre-distribution schemes. In addition, our
scheme supports dynamic node addition after initial de-
ployment and also works for any deployment configura-
tion.

Keywords: Direct key establishment, node fabrication at-
tack, random key pre-distribution, sensor networks

1 Introduction

Recent advances in wireless communications and electron-
ics have enabled the development of low-cost, low-power,
multi-functional sensor nodes that are small in size and
communicate untethered in short distances. These tiny
sensor nodes, which consist of sensing, data processing,
and communicating components, leverage the idea of sen-
sor networks. Thus, the sensor networks give a significant
improvement over the traditional sensors.

In a sensor network, many tiny computing nodes called
sensors are scattered in an area for the purpose of sens-
ing some data and transmitting data to nearby base sta-
tions for further processing. The transmission between
the sensors is done by short range radio communications.
The base station is assumed to be computationally well-
equipped whereas the sensor nodes are resource-starved.
The sensor nodes are usually scattered in a sensor field

(i.e., deployment area or target field) as shown in Figure 1.
Each of these scattered sensor nodes has the capabilities
to collect data and route data back to the base station.
Data are routed back to the base station by a multihop
infrastructure-less architecture through the base station
as shown in Figure 1. The base station may communi-
cate with the task manager node via Internet or satellite.
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Figure 1: Sensor nodes scattered in a target field

A sensor node is made up of four basic components,
as shown in Figure 2: a sensing unit, a processing unit,
a transceiver unit, and a power unit. They may also
have additional components like a location finding system,
power generator, and mobilizer. Sensing units are usually
composed of two subunits: sensors and analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs). First, the analog data produced by
the sensors based on the observed phenomenon are con-
verted to digital signals by the ADC unit, and then fed
into the processing unit. A processing unit manages the
procedures that make the sensor nodes collaborate with
the other nodes to carry out the assigned sensing tasks.
A transceiver unit connects the node to the network. One
of the most important components of a sensor node is the
power unit, which is in general battery powered. In most
of the sensor networks, routing techniques and sensing
tasks require knowledge of location with high accuracy.
Thus, it is common that a sensor node has a location
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finding system. A mobilizer may sometimes be needed to
move sensor nodes when it is required to carry out the
assigned tasks.

The topology of sensor networks changes due to the
following three phases:

• Pre-deployment and deployment phase: Sensor nodes
can be deployed from the truck or the plane in the
sensor field.

• Post-deployment phase: Topology can change after
deployment because of irregularities in the sensor
field like obstacles or due to jamming, noise, avail-
able energy of the nodes, malfunctioning, etc.

• Redeployment of additional nodes phase: Additional
sensor nodes can be redeployed at any time to replace
the faulty or compromised sensor nodes.
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Storage
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Figure 2: The components of a sensor node

Sensor networks are classified into two categories:
master-slave networks and mesh-networks [3]. In a
master-slave network, the sensor nodes communicate di-
rectly with the base station in one hop. For this, the base
station allocates predefined time slots for the sensors, and
the sensor nodes are allowed only to communicate with
the base station during those time slots. On the other
hand, the mesh-networks are ad hoc networks where the
sensor nodes communicate each other to form a multi-
hop radio network and then communicate with the base
stations. In this paper, we mainly consider the sensor
network’s structure as the mesh-network.

The following issues make secure communication be-
tween sensor networks different from usual (traditional)
networks:

• Limited resources in sensor nodes: Each sensor node
contains a primitive processor featuring very low
computing speed and only small amount of pro-
grammable memory. An example is the popular At-
mel ATmega 128L processor.

• Limited life-time of sensor nodes: Each sensor node
is battery-powered and is expected to operate for
only few days. Therefore, once the deployed sensor
nodes expire, it is necessary to add some fresh nodes
for continuing the data collection operation. This is

referred to as the dynamic management of security
objects (like keys).

• Limited communication abilities of sensor nodes:
Sensor nodes have the ability to communicate each
other and the base stations by the short range wire-
less radio transmission at low bandwidth and over
small communication ranges (typical example is 30
meters (100 feet)).

• Lack of knowledge about deployment configuration:
Most of cases the post-deployment network configu-
ration is not possible a priori. As a result, it is unrea-
sonable to use security algorithms that have strong
dependence on locations of sensor nodes in a sensor
network.

• Issue of node capture: A part of the network may
be captured by the adversary/enemy. The resilience
measurement against node capture is computed by
comparing the number of nodes captured, with the
fraction of total network communications that are ex-
posed to the adversary not including the communi-
cations in which the compromised nodes are directly
involved.

Thus, it is not feasible to use a public-key cryptosys-
tem such as RSA [20] or Diffie-Hellman key exchange pro-
tocol [7] or Elliptic Curve cryptography (ECC) [25] or
ElGamal cryptosystem [10] in most resource constrained
sensor networks. Hence, a symmetric cipher such as
DES/IDEA/RC5/AES [6, 21, 25] is the viable option for
encryption/decryption of secret data. But setting up sym-
metric keys among communication nodes is a challenging
task in a sensor network.

A protocol that establishes cryptographically secure
communication links among the sensor nodes is called the
bootstrapping protocol. Several methods [5, 8, 11, 13] are
already proposed in order to solve the bootstrapping prob-
lem. All these techniques are based on random deploy-
ment models, that is, they do not use the pre-deployment
knowledge of the deployed sensor nodes. Eschenauer and
Gligor [11] proposed the basic random key predistribution
called the EG scheme, in which each sensor is assigned a
set of keys randomly selected from a big key pool of keys
in the key pre-distribution phase. During the direct key
establishment phase, two neighbor nodes can establish a
secret key if they share at least one common key. The
path key establishment phase is applied if two neighbor
nodes fail to establish a secret key in the direct key es-
tablishment phase.

Chan et al. [5] proposed the q-composite key predis-
tribution and the random pairwise keys schemes. The
q-composite keys scheme first proceeds in a similar man-
ner to the basic random key pre-distribution scheme (the
EG scheme). That is, the key set up server picks a
set K of random keys out of the total key space, and
for each sensor node in the network, selects m random
keys from K and stores them into the node’s key ring.
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Nodes then perform direct key establishment phase with
their neighbors. Let each node can identify every neigh-
bor node with which it shares at least q keys. Let the
number of actual keys shared be q′, where q′ ≥ q. A
new communication link key k is then generated as fol-
lows: k = H(k1‖k2‖ · · · ‖kq′), where H is a one-way hash
function (for example, H = SHA-1 [23]) and k1, k2,. . .,
kq′ are the common keys shared between two neighbor
nodes. Thus, key-setup is not performed between nodes
that share fewer than q keys.

For both the EG and the q-composite schemes, if a
small number of sensors are compromised, it may reveal
to compromise a large fraction of pairwise keys shared be-
tween uncompromised sensors. The q-composite scheme
offers greater resilience against node capture than the
EG scheme when the number of nodes captured is small,
whereas both the EG and q-composite schemes support
arbitrarily large networks. As a result, the q-composite
scheme is better than the EG scheme. However, the ran-
dom pairwise keys scheme is perfectly secure against node
captures, but there is a problem in supporting the large
network. Liu and Ning’s polynomial-pool based key pre-
distribution scheme [13] and the matrix pool-based key
predistribution proposed by Du et al. [9] improve security
considerably.

The first application of sensor networks was the Sound
Surveillance System (SOSUS) [19] which had been used
during the cold war in the early 1950s for the purposes to
detect as well as track Soviet submarines with the help of
acoustic sensors or hydrophones. Other applications are
as follows:

• military applications.

• environmental monitoring.

• classroom/home [15, 24].

• health monitoring of patients [22].

• habitat monitoring [4, 15], etc.

A survey on sensor networks could be found in [1, 2].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
We introduce a new random key pre-distribution scheme
in static sensor networks, which is based on the identity-
based technique in Section 2. In Section 3, we provide
detailed theoretical analysis of our proposed scheme. In
Section 4, we compare the performances of our scheme
with those for the existing random key pre-distribution
schemes [5, 11, 17]. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we discuss the main motivation behind de-
velopment of our scheme. We also describe various phases
of this scheme.

2.1 Motivation

In the basic random key pre-distribution scheme (the EG
scheme) [11], keys are assigned to the unique key ids in
the key pool K, and thus transmitting only the ids of the
keys from the key rings of sensor nodes to establish pair-
wise secret keys between neighbor sensors does not serve
the security in the network. In this case, an attacker may
simply record the ids of the keys from all communication
channels and later on by capturing few nodes in the net-
work, he may get connect to the uncompromised nodes.
As a result, this procedure is not at all secure one. We
shall describe in details this issue in sub-section 3.5.3.

Another procedure of key discovery which is more se-
cure, but slower, could utilize client puzzles such as a
Merkle puzzle [16]. In this case, each node generates m

client puzzles, say, P1, . . . , Pm, one for each of the m keys
in its key ring. Let u and v be two neighbor sensor nodes.
u then sends a list {Eki

(Pi), MACki
(Pi)}, i = 1, 2, . . . , m

to node v. Here Ek(P ) represents an encrypted puzzle of
the puzzle P with the key k and MACk(P ) the message
authentication code for the puzzle P , under the key k. If
v is able to solve at least one of the puzzles, then only u

and v will share a secret key. To do so, first of all, node v

decrypts an encrypted puzzle, say, Eki
(Pi) with one of the

keys residing in its key ring. After that, v computes the
message authentication code (MAC) for Pi under that
key. If the computed MAC and the received MAC are
equal, then u and v use this key for future communica-
tion. Thus, we see that though this method is secure one,
but it requires more communication overhead to establish
pairwise keys among neighbor nodes.

As a result, this approach requires more communica-
tion overhead in order to establish pairwise keys among
neighbor nodes in a sensor network. This problem also
pertains to the q-composite scheme proposed by Chan et
al. [5] and the polynomial-pool based scheme proposed by
Liu and Ning [13].

To overcome two aforementioned problems, we intro-
duce an alternative approach to direct key establishment
(the shared key discovery) of random key pre-distribution
scheme which is an identity based scheme. In our pro-
posed scheme, we exchange the ids of nodes and also the
ids of keys in such a fashion that it remains completely
secure from the adversary.

2.2 Notations

We use the following notations for describing our proposed
scheme:

• kuv refers to a unique pairwise key shared by two
neighbor nodes u and v.

• RNu: a random nonce generated by the node u.
Nonce is a one-time random bit-string, usually used
to achieve freshness.

• u → v : M refers to a message M sent from the node
u to node v.
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• MACk(M): a message authentication code (MAC)
for the message M, under the key k.

• idu: the unique identifier of a sensor node u, that is,
a name given to u.

• A||B: data A concatenates with data B.

• KeyRingu: the key ring of a sensor node u.

• keyid: the identifier of a key.

• PRFk(M): output of a pseudo-random function
(PRF) applied over the message M using the key k.

• d: the average number of neighbor nodes of a sensor
node.

• m: size of the key ring of a sensor node, that is, the
number of symmetric keys given to that node.

• M : size of the key pool K.

The different phases for our proposed scheme are as fol-
lows.

2.3 Key Pre-Distribution

This phase is done by the (key) setup server in offline. It
consists of the following steps.

Step 1. For each sensor node u to be deployed in the sen-
sor network, the (key) setup server assigns a unique
identifier idu.

Step 2. The (key) setup server generates a big key pool
K of size M which consists of randomly generated
numbers called the symmetric keys.

Step 3. For each sensor node u, a random subset Ku of
size m from the key pool K is selected. Ku is then
loaded in its memory.

Thus, we note that before deploying a sensor node u

in the target field, it’s key ring KeyRingu contains only
its own identifier idu and the m symmetric keys selected
randomly from the key pool K.

2.4 Direct Key Establishment

For this phase (also called the shared key discovery
phase), we use a secret one-way function f(·). It takes
the inputs as (i) two neighbor nodes’ identifiers and (ii)
a key, and finally produces a unique identifier of that key.
The function f(·) is programmed into each sensor node’s
memory. It may be noted that any pseudo-random func-
tion which can produce output uniformly distributed in
a given range for given inputs can be used. For example,
f(·) can be a pseudo-random function (PRF) proposed by
Goldreich et al. in 1986 [12].

After deployment of the nodes, each sensor node
locates its all neighbors within its communication range.

Each sensor node broadcasts its own id to its all neigh-
bors. Assume that u and v be two neighbor nodes. After
receiving the ids of each other, nodes u and v compute
”dynamically” the key ids of the keys residing in their
key rings as follows.

At node u:

for (∀ key ∈ KeyRingu) do:
generate keyid := PRFkey(idu||idv);
add keyid corresponding to the key in its key ring;

At node v:

for (∀ key ∈ KeyRingv) do:
generate keyid := PRFkey(idu||idv);
add keyid corresponding to the key in its key ring;

In order to establish a common key between nodes u and
v, they need now only to exchange the key ids just gen-
erated by the nodes. If there is a common key id, then
the corresponding key is taken as the shared secret key
between them. Thus, u and v use this key for their future
communication. The key ids are deleted from their key
rings as soon as they establish secret keys between them
in order to thwart against node capture.

We assume that after key discovery, each node can
identify each neighbor node with which it shares at least q

keys, where q ≥ 1. Let the actual number of keys shared
be q′, where q′ ≥ q. The secret key between two neighbor
nodes, say, u and v is computed as

kuv = H(idu||idv||k1||k2|| . . . ||kq′ ), (1)

where k1, k2, . . ., kq′ are the q′ common keys between
nodes u and v, H is a secure one-way hash function (for
example, H = SHA-1 [23]) and || is a concatenation op-
eration.

We have the following important properties during this
process:

1) If a key is same between two nodes’ key rings, then
the key identifiers generated by the nodes are also
same.

2) Since the generation of the key identifiers are being
done using PRF function with seeds as a key of a
node’s key ring and two neighbor nodes’ ids, so the
key ids for the same key are different for each pair of
sensor nodes throughout the network.

3) Our scheme always defines a relationship between the
ids of the neighbor nodes and the key ids generated
by them.

4) Since the pairwise secret key between two neighbor
nodes is always computed using their ids as given in
Equation (1), our scheme also defines a relationship
between the ids of the neighbor nodes and the secret
key generated by them.

Thus, even if an adversary knows the ids of keys for
two neighbor nodes, but he could not able to gather
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much more information in order to fabricate fake nodes
to get connect to the network. This is possible because
of the above properties.

Communication Steps:

This phase is summarized below. In order to establish
a secret pairwise key between two neighbor nodes, say,
u and v, the following messages are to be exchanged be-
tween them.

1) u transmits its own id to v: u → v : idu.

2) v transmits its own id to u: v → u : idv.

3) u generates a random nonce RNu. Then, it sends
this nonce RNu, a list of the already generated key
ids and its own id as well as the id of v to node v:
u → v : {list of generated keyid s}||idu||idv||RNu.

4) v also generates a random nonce RNv. Then, it sends
RNv, a list of the already generated key ids and its
own id as well as the id of u to node u: v → u : {list
of generated keyid s}||idu||idv||RNv.

5) Assume that after exchanging the key ids, u com-
putes the secret pairwise key kuv shared with its
neighbor node v as computed in Equation (1). u

sends a message to v which consists of its own id
as well as the id of v, the random nonce RNv of
node v and a message authentication code (MAC) of
these fields, under the computed key kuv as follows:
u → v : (idu||idv||RNv)||MACkuv

(idu||idv||RNv).

Sending of the random nonce RNv of v ensures the
transaction uniquely between the nodes u and v.

6) v computes the secret pairwise key kuv shared with
its neighbor node u as computed in Equation (1). v

sends a message to u which consists of its own id
as well as the id of u, the random nonce RNu of
node u and a message authentication code (MAC) of
these fields, under the computed key kuv as follows:
v → u : (idu||idv||RNu)||MACkuv

(idu||idv||RNu).

After receiving the last message by the nodes u and
v, they perform one MAC verification on that message.
If the MAC verification is successful, they store the key
kuv for their future communications. Thus, we see that
node u needs to follow only Steps 1, 3 and 5 in order to
establish a secret pairwise key shared with the node v.

2.5 Addition of Sensor Nodes

Sometimes nodes may be faulty due to battery-energy
consumption problem, malfunctioning, etc. or compro-
mised due to capturing of some nodes by the adversary.
Therefore, it is necessary to redeploy some new sensor
nodes to replace those faulty or compromised sensor nodes
in the sensor network.

To add a new sensor node u, the (key) setup server first
picks a random subset Ku from the key pool K and loads

this key ring Ku in u’s memory. The (key) setup server
also assigns a unique identifier idu for the node u. After
deployment, the sensor node u performs the direct key
establishment phase in order to establish pairwise keys
with its neighbor sensor nodes.

As a result, we see that it is easy to add new sensor
nodes after initial deployment of the sensor nodes in the
network.

2.6 Path Key Establishment

This is an optional phase, and if executed, adds to the
connectivity of the network. This phase is applied after
the direct key establishment phase.

Assume that two physical neighbors, say, u and v fail
to establish a pairwise key between them in the direct key
establishment phase, but there exists a secure h-hop u−v

path, say, 〈u = u0, u1, . . . , uh, uh+1 = v〉 such that each
(ui, ui+1) is a secure link, for i = 0, 1, . . . , h. Sensor node
u proceeds as follows:

1) u generates a random number k′ as the shared se-
cret key between u and v. u encrypts k′ using the
key shared between u and u1, and transmits the en-
crypted key to u1.

2) u1 retrieves k′ by decrypting the received encrypted
key using the key shared between u and u1. u1 en-
crypts k′ using the key shared between u1 and u2,
and sends to u2.

3) This process is continued until the key k′ reaches to
the desired destination node v.

Finally, u and v store this key k′ and use it for their
future communication. We observe that if the number
of hops of the path is increased, then the communication
overhead also increases. To reduce the communication
overhead, the number h of hops of the path is restricted
to a small value, say, 2 or 3.

3 Analysis

In this section, we describe network connectivity of our
proposed scheme. We analyze the storage overhead,
computational overhead and communication overhead re-
quired for our proposed scheme. We also analyze various
security aspects of our scheme against node capture at-
tacks.

3.1 Network Connectivity

3.1.1 Probability of Establishing Direct Keys be-

tween Neighbors

We observe from the direct key establishment phase of
our proposed scheme that the key setup is not performed
between two neighbor nodes that share fewer than q

keys, where q ≥ 1. Let pconnect denote the probabil-
ity of two neighbor nodes sharing sufficient keys (≥ q
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keys) to form a secure connection. If M and m be the
key pool size and the key ring size respectively, then
pconnect = 1−(probability that two nodes share insuffi-
cient keys (< q keys) to form a connection). Thus, we
have,

pconnect = 1 −

(

M − m

m

)

(

M

m

)

= 1 −
m−1
∏

i=0

M − m − i

M − i
, if q = 1. (2)

and

pconnect = 1 −
q−1
∑

i=0

pi, if q ≥ 2, (3)

where pi is the probability that any two nodes have ex-
actly i keys in common from their key rings and

pi =

(

M

m

) (

m

i

) (

M − m

m − i

)

(

M

m

)2 . (4)

Let us further simplify the quantity pi in Equation (4).
We use the Stirling’s Formula [18] for computing the fac-
torial of a large positive integer n. The Stirling’s formula
is given by n! ≈

√
2π nn+ 1

2 e−n, which can be further
simplified as n! ≈

√
2π e[−n+(n+ 1

2
) ln(n)]. Thus, from the

Equation (4) we have:

pi =
(m!)2 ((M − m)!)2

i! ((m − i)!)2 (M − 2m + i)! M !

≈ exp[(2M − 2m + 1) ln(M − m) − (M − 2m

+
1

2
) ln(M − 2m) − (M +

1

2
) ln(M)], if i = 0

≈ 1√
2π

exp[(2m + 1) ln(m) + (2M − 2m

+1) ln(M − m) − (i +
1

2
) ln(i) − (2m − 2i

+1) ln(m − i) − (M − 2m + i +
1

2
) ln(M

−2m + i) − (M +
1

2
) ln(M)], if i > 0.

Thus, given the parameter values M , m and q, we can set
up the network connectivity pconnect.

The direct network connectivity probabilities for our
scheme are plotted for various values of M = 10000,
20000,30000, 40000, 50000, 60000, 70000, 80000, m =
200, and q = 1, 2, 3 in Figure 3. We see from this figure
that to gain the better connectivity the key pool size M

should be chosen smaller.

Figure 3: Direct network connectivity pconnect of our
scheme, with M = 10000, 20000, 30000, 40000, 50000,
60000, 70000, 80000, m = 200, and q = 1, 2, 3

Figure 4: The probability Ps of establishing a pairwise
key v.s. the probability pconnect that two sensor nodes
establish a direct pairwise key, with d = 40, 70, 100

3.1.2 Probability of Establishing Keys Using

1-hop Path Key Establishment between

Neighbors

Let d be the average number of nodes that each node can
contact. Let us consider 1-hop path: 〈u, u1, v〉 where u

and v be neighbor nodes not sharing any keys currently.
The probability that the intermediate node u1 shares a
pairwise key with both the source node u and the desti-
nation node v is p2

connect. As long as one of the d nodes act
as an intermediate node, nodes u and v establish a pair-
wise secret key. Hence, the probability that two sensor
nodes establish a pairwise key using 1-hop path (directly
or indirectly) is

Ps = 1 − (1 − pconnect)(1 − p2
connect)

d.

The network connectivity probabilities for 1-hop path key
establishment are plotted in Figure 4 for various values of
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d. It is clear from the figure that one can achieve signifi-
cantly better connectivity after executing this phase even
if the network is initially disconnected with high proba-
bility.

3.2 Storage Overhead

We see that a sensor node is given only m keys in its key
ring before deployment in key pre-distribution phase by
the (key) setup server. Though the key ids are gener-
ated by the sensor nodes during the shared key discovery
phase, they are deleted from memory as soon as nodes
establish pairwise keys between them. As a result, the
storage overhead is due to storage of m keys only. In the
random schemes [5, 11], each sensor node has to store m

keys and the corresponding key ids in its memory. Thus,
the storage overhead for our scheme is less than that of
the random schemes [5, 11].

3.3 Computational Overhead

For each pair of neighbor nodes, the nodes need to gen-
erate the key ids each time by invoking m efficient PRF
operations. If d be the average number of physical neigh-
bors of a sensor node, then the node needs to generate
the key ids for all d neighbors. Thus, the computational
overhead is due to m × d efficient PRF operations.

Zhu et al. [26] pointed out that due to computational
efficiency of pseudo-random function (PRF), the com-
putational overhead is negligible. Hence, we see that
though our scheme requires m × d PRF operations, due
to computational efficiency of PRF function the actual
computational overhead is low. As a result, our scheme
provides a good trade-off for the resource-constrained
sensor networks as compared to the existing random
schemes [5, 11, 17].

3.4 Communication Overhead

In order to establish a secret key between two neighbor
nodes, they need only to exchange the generated key ids
residing in their key rings. Thus, the communication over-
head is mainly due to the transmission of the key ids re-
siding in a sensor’s key ring.

3.5 Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security under random
node capture attack, selective node capture attack as well
as active attack such as node fabrication attack.

3.5.1 Random Node Capture Attack

In the basic random key pre-distribution scheme [11] and
the q-composite scheme [5], the security of sensor net-
works are analyzed on the basis of fraction of the commu-
nication links compromised due to captured sensor nodes.
In those schemes, the resilience against node capture is
measured on the basis of random node capture of sensors.

The resilience figures against random node capture for
those schemes show that the q-composite scheme is bet-
ter than the basic random key pre-distribution scheme
when the number of nodes captured is small. Since our
scheme is closed to the q-composite scheme, so the re-
silience against random node capture remains same as
the q-composite scheme. Thus, if the number of nodes
captured is small, our proposed scheme provides better
security against random node capture compared to the
basic random key pre-distribution scheme.

3.5.2 Selective Node Capture Attack

In the existing random key pre-distribution schemes such
as [5, 11], the sensors are captured randomly. However,
in practice, the random node capture assumption is too
weak. Hence, an attacker can selectively capture sensors
from certain pockets of the target field instead of individ-
ual nodes randomly over the target field. For the basic
random scheme (the EG scheme) [11], in the best case
for the attacker, for a key pool of size M and the key
ring of size m of each sensor node, the attacker can com-
promise all communication links by capturing dM

m
e sen-

sor nodes in the network. As a result, an attacker can
inspect all keys possessed by captured sensors and then
find the minimal cover set which contains the minimal
number of sensors that can cover the maximum number
of keys in the key pool. However, due to the purely ran-
dom selection of keys in [5, 11], the attacker does not
able to gain significantly more information using the se-
lective node capture attack as compared to the random
node capture attack. As our proposed scheme is closest
to the random q-composite scheme [5], so the gain due to
selective node capture attack over random node capture
attack is not significant in our scheme also.

3.5.3 Node Fabrication Attack

In this kind of active attack, an attacker can capture some
nodes in the network and then fabricate some fake nodes
using the information gathered from the captured nodes.
Due to lack of a-priori knowledge of post-deployment con-
figuration, the fake nodes are not detected as anomalous
sensor nodes by the uncompromised sensors in the other
parts of the sensor network.

Mehta et al. proposed a scheme called RINK-RKP [17]
for key pre-distribution and shared key discovery to pre-
vent active attacks. They showed that their scheme sig-
nificantly improves the security against node fabrication
attack compared to the existing schemes [5, 11].

Our security analysis against node fabrication attack is
also similar to that of [17]. Now, in our scheme, in order
for a fabricated node to get connect to the network via
an uncompromised node, the node needs to satisfy the
following two conditions:

1) The fabricated node should share at least q number
of keys with the uncompromised node.
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2) Given the first condition is true, all the shared secret
pairwise keys must be already known to the attacker.

To satisfy the first condition, the security of our scheme
depends on the security of the PRF function [12]. In
order to share q keys with the uncompromised node, the
fabricated node must compute the ids of the keys residing
in its key ring to get connect to the network.

Let Pf (c) denote the probability that a fabricated node
will satisfy the above two conditions with c number of
nodes already captured by the attacker. The probability
Pf (c) can be computed as:

Pf (c) =
1

pconnect

m
∑

i=q

pi ×
[

1 −
(

1 − m

M

)c ]i

where [1− (1− m
M

)c] is the fraction of keys that are com-
promised due to capture of c sensor nodes, m the key ring
size of a sensor node and M the key pool size. The proba-
bilities pconnect and pi are given in the Equations (2), (3)
and (4).

Figure 5: Node fabrication attack, with M = 40000, m =
200, and q = 2 so that pconnect = 0.2329

In the existing random schemes [5, 11], the attacker
can easily fabricate fake nodes with identity of his choice
with the same set of key informations of the captured
nodes. This is possible because in those schemes there is
no defined relationship between the node id and the ids
of the keys possessed by each sensor node. But, in our
scheme, there is always a relationship between the node
id and the ids of the keys generated by each sensor.

Mehta et al. analyzed in their scheme RINK-RKP that
in the existing random key pre-distribution schemes such
as [5, 11] by capturing only two nodes, an attacker can

fabricate and deploy approximately

(

2m

m

)

fake nodes.

Since these fake nodes contain valid key informations, so
they can not be detected by the network.

From the Figure 5, we note that our scheme sig-
nificantly improves the security against node fabrica-

tion attack compared to the existing random key pre-
distribution schemes such as the basic random scheme [11]
and the q-composite scheme [5]. However, the security
of the RINK-RKP scheme [17] remains same as that of
our scheme under the node fabrication attack.

4 Comparison with Previous

Schemes

In this section, we compare the performances of our
proposed scheme with those for the EG scheme [11], the
q-composite scheme [5] and the RINK-RKP scheme [17].

Table 1 illustrates the comparison of the existing random
key pre-distribution schemes [5, 11, 17] with our proposed
scheme with respect to the generation of the key pool, se-
lection of keys from that pool, the relationship between
the node ids and the ids of keys residing in each sensor’s
key ring and the shared key discovery (direct key estab-
lishment) procedure. This table shows that for the exist-
ing schemes and our scheme, the keys are selected ran-
domly without replacement (RWR) from the big key pool
K. Thus, there may be overlap of keys between the key
rings of the nodes in the network. For the EG scheme, q-
composite scheme as well as RINK-RKP scheme, the same
key may be shared between several neighbor nodes in the
network. On the other hand, our proposed scheme always
guarantees that the key shared by any two neighbor nodes
in the network is distinct because that secret key between
neighbors is derived using the ids of the neighbor nodes
as well as the common keys between the nodes (as derived
in Equation (1)).

For the EG and q-composite schemes, there is no de-
fined relationship between the nodes’ ids and the ids of
the keys possessed by the nodes. Both the RINK-RKP
scheme as well as our scheme define a relationship be-
tween the node ids and the ids of the keys generated by
the nodes. Due to this relationship, we see from the Fig-
ure 5 that our proposed scheme has a significant improve-
ment than the EG scheme and q-composite scheme from
a serious attack like node fabrication attack. However,
the RINK-RKP has the same security compared to that
for our scheme.

In the EG and q-composite schemes, both the clear-
text broadcasting (CB) and the private shared-key dis-
covery (PSD) procedures are proposed during the shared
key discovery (direct key establishment) phase. In clear-
text broadcasting, in the EG and q-composite schemes,
each node broadcasts its own id and a list of key ids from
its key ring. On the other hand, in private shared-key
discovery, for each key residing in the key ring of a node,
each node broadcasts a list of challenge messages as de-
scribed in Section 2.1. For secure key establishment pro-
cedure both the EG and q-composite schemes need to in-
volve the PSD procedure. However, our proposed scheme
and the RINK-RKP do not require to involve the PSD
procedure for establishing secret pairwise keys between
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Table 1: Comparison of our scheme with the existing random key pre-distribution schemes
Schemes ⇒ EG scheme [11] q-composite [5] RINK-RKP scheme [17] Our scheme

Items ⇓
Key Pool (K) unstructured unstructured unstructured unstructured

Key selection (m) RWR RWR RWR RWR
Node id & key id not defined not defined defined defined

relation
Shared-key discovery CB/PSD CB/PSD CB CB

RWR: random without replacement
CB/PSD: clear-text broadcasting, private shared-key discovery

Table 2: Comparison of the performances of our scheme with those for the existing random key pre-distribution
schemes (the EG, q-composite and RINK-RKP schemes)

Schemes ⇒ EG scheme [11] q-composite [5] RINK-RKP [17] Our scheme
Items ⇓
Storage m keys m keys m keys m keys
overhead + + + only

m key ids m key ids m key ids
Communication list of key same as node’s own id list of generated

overhead ids (in CB) or EG scheme + response key ids +
list of challenge node’s own id

messages (in PSD) + response
+ node’s own id

+ response
Computational 2d encryptions same as m × d hash m × d PRF

overhead /decryptions EG scheme operations + operations +
for responses + d hash d × q XOR d hash

+ operations operations + operations
2(m × d) encryptions 2d encryptions + 2d MAC
/decryptions (in PSD) /decryptions operations

for responses for responses
Network pconnect pconnect pconnect pconnect

connectivity (q = 1) (q ≥ 2) (q ≥ 2) (q ≥ 1)
Resilience against poor better than better than better than

random node EG scheme EG scheme EG scheme
capture

Resilience against not significant not significant not significant not significant
selective node

capture
Resilience against very poor very poor high high
node fabrication

attack
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neighbor nodes. As a result, we notice that our proposed
scheme provides efficient mechanism to establish secret
pairwise keys between neighbors compared to the EG and
q-composite schemes.

Table 2 shows the comparison of storage requirement,
computational overhead, communication overhead, net-
work connectivity and resilience against node capture
compared to those for the EG, q-composite and RINK-
RKP schemes.

From the Table 2, it is very clear that our scheme
requires less storage overhead compared to that for the
existing EG, q-composite and RINK-RKP schemes. We
note from this table that if the PSD procedure is applied
for the EG and q-composite schemes to make the shared
key discovery secure, they require more communication
overhead than the RINK-RKP and our scheme. We also
observe that due to computational efficiency of the PRF
functions, the overall computational overhead is less than
that for the RINK-RKP scheme. Moreover, if the shared
key discovery of the EG and q-composite schemes is ap-
plied under PSD procedure, our scheme requires less com-
putational overhead compared to that for those schemes.
On the other hand, if the shared key discovery of the EG
and q-composite schemes is applied under CB procedure,
the computational overhead of our scheme is also compa-
rable with that for those schemes.

From the Table 2, it is also clear that the network con-
nectivity of our scheme remains same as the EG scheme,
because both schemes require at least one common key
to be shared between two neighbor nodes in order to es-
tablish a secret key shared by those nodes. On the other
hand, our scheme provides significantly better network
connectivity compared to that for the q-composite as well
as RINK-RKP schemes. Overall, we conclude our scheme
is scalable and efficient in storage, communication and
computation.

Let us now compare the security of our scheme with
the EG, q-composite and RINK-RKP schemes. We ob-
serve from this table that the resilience against random
node capture of our scheme is better than the EG scheme,
while it has the same security level as the q-composite and
RINK-RKP schemes. The resilience against node fabri-
cation attack is very poor for the EG and q-composite
schemes compared to the RINK-RKP and our scheme. As
a result, our scheme has better security than the EG and
q-composite schemes, whereas the security of our scheme
retains same as that for the RINK-RKP scheme.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new scheme for random key
pre-distribution in sensor networks. Our scheme has bet-
ter trade-off between communication overhead, network
connectivity and security against node capture compared
to the existing random key pre-distribution schemes. In
the existing schemes, the security analysis is based on
random capture of sensor nodes. We have analyzed the

security based on selective node capture attack. Due to
the relationship between the node id and the ids of keys
generated by each sensor node, our scheme provides sig-
nificantly better security against node fabrication attack
compared to the existing schemes. Moreover, our scheme
supports dynamic node addition after initial deployment
of the nodes in the deployment area and also works for
any deployment topology.
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